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QUESTION 1

What is the outcome of running this IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) V7.1 command: AUDIT LIBRARY [Library-
Name] CHECKLABEL=BARCODE REFRESHSTATE=YES? 

A. New previously unknown SCRATCH volumes in the library are added to TSM\\'s inventory. 

B. New previously unknown PRIVATE volumes in the library are added to TSM\\'s inventory and the element addresses
are updated. 

C. The TSM LIBVOLUMES table is synchronized with the library\\'s inventory, the number of drives and slots known by
TSM to be in the library are updated, and no previously unknown volumes are checked in. 

D. The TSM LIBVOLUMES table is synchronized with the library\\'s inventory, the number of drives and slots known by
TSM to be in the library are updated, and all previously unknown volumes are checked in as PRIVATE volumes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

There are NAS filers that need long term archival retention of some but not all files. Which two actions will resolve this in
IBM Tivoli Storage Manager? 

A. UseaCIFSorNFStomounttheNASvolumes. 

B. Use the Backup-Archive client with the Archive function. 

C. Use the NDMP backup function with the Archive option. 

D. Use the Backup-Archive client with the SNAPDIFF option. 

E. Use the SnapMirror to Tape function to protect the the NAS volumes. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

What does reusedelay do for a copy storage pool? 

A. It specifies the minutes that have to elapse before new data can be written to a volume. 

B. It specifies the number of days that must elapse before a filling volume can used again. 

C. It specifies how long to wait for volumes that are marked as scratch to return from the offsite pool to onsite. 

D. It specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be
overwritten or returned to scratch. 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 4

Which device type must be used to define a copy pool that is configured for deduplication? 

A. NAS 

B. FILE 

C. DISK 

D. TAPE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three steps must be completed so SERVER-A and SERVER-B can use SSL to communicate? 

A. Each server must specify COMMMETHOD SSL in its options file. 

B. Each server must be defined to the other specifying the SSL=YES parameter. 

C. Both servers must be restarted after configuring the appropriate SSL parameters. 

D. Each server\\'s password must be replaced just prior to defining them to each other. 

E. The partner certificate of SERVER-B must be manually imported on SERVER-A and that of SERVER_A on SERVER-
B. 

F. The administrative ID used to perform the DEFINE SERVER commands must have the same PASSEXP attribute
value on both servers. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the purpose of the duration option in the expire inventory command? 

A. It specifies how often the process should run. 

B. It specifies how long to keep archived objects before they can be expired. 

C. It specifies the maximum number of minutes for the expiration process to run. 

D. It specifies how long the objects must reside in the storage pool before they can be expired. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What happens when the Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) server runs out of archive log space? 



A. The TSM server halts. 

B. Client backups and archives fail. 

C. The archive log overwrites the current archive log. 

D. Archive logs are created in the active log directory. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the purpose of the Virtualnodename option? 

A. To restore or retrieve files from UNIX to Windows. 

B. To restore or retrieve files to a different workstation. 

C. To restore or retrieve files from another Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) server. 

D. To transfer the TSM backup/restore client node password information to a system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What happens during the configuration of a spoke server in the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Operations Center? 

A. A new server group will be defined for command routing. 

B. An existing server group will be used for command routing. 

C. The spoke server will be defined in a new server group for command routing. 

D. The spoke server will be added to an existing server group or a new server group will be created. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for Virtual Environments provides which three functions? 

A. File level restore 

B. instant restore 

C. Incremental file level backup 

D. Dull and differential virtual machine backups 

E. Dull and incremental virtual machine backups 



F. Dull virtual machine and full virtual machine instant restore 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the order to build a script to control server maintenance tasks? 

A. back up stgpool stgpool migration stgpool reclamation identify duplicates expiration database backup 

B. database backup back up stgpool identify duplicates stgpool reclamation stgpool migration expiration 

C. back up stgpool identify duplicates database backup expiration stgpool reclamation stgpool migration stgpool
reclamation stgpool migration 

D. expiration database backup back up stgpool stgpool migration stgpool reclamation identify duplicates expiration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer has recently purchased six LTO Ultrium Generation 6 tape drives to add to their existing library that is
already populated with four LTO Ultrium Generation 5 tape drives. What would be the maximum setting for the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter in the device class for the LTO5 tape drives? 

A. 4 

B. 6 

C. 8 

D. 10 

Correct Answer: B 
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